The future of the wind energy industry passes through the use of larger and more flexible wind turbines in remote locations, which are increasingly o↵shore to benefit stronger and more uniform wind conditions. The cost of operation and maintenance of o↵shore wind turbines is approximately 15-35% of the total cost. Of this, 80% goes towards unplanned maintenance issues due to di↵erent faults in the wind turbine components. Thus, an auspicious way to contribute to the increasing demands and challenges is by applying low-cost advanced fault detection schemes. This work proposes a new method for detection and classification of wind turbine actuators and sensors faults in variablespeed wind turbines. For this purpose, time domain signals acquired from the operating wind turbine are represented as two-dimensional matrices to obtain grayscale digital images. Then, the image pattern recognition is processed getting texture features under a multichannel representation. In this work, four types of texture characteristics are used: statistical, wavelet, granulometric and Gabor features. Next, the most significant ones are selected using the conditional mutual criterion. Finally, the faults are detected and distinguished between them (classified) using an automatic classification tool. In particular, a 10-fold cross-validation is used to obtain a more generalized model and evaluates the classification performance. Coupled non-linear aero-hydro-servo-elastic simulations of a 5MW o↵shore type wind turbine are carried out in several fault scenarios. The results show a promising methodology able to detect and classify the most common wind turbine faults.
Introduction
O↵shore wind farms promise to become an important source of energy in the near future. However, their operation and maintenance is more di cult and expensive than equivalent onshore wind farms. The current reliability and failure modes of commercial o↵shore wind turbines are such that a no-maintenance strategy is not a viable option. Improved preventive and corrective maintenance schemes will become crucial for economic exploitation of o↵shore wind power. 5 Thus, a promising way to contribute is by applying low-cost advanced fault detection schemes. In this regard, this work proposes a new fault detection and classification method that uses on-line SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) data already available at a megawatt-sized industrial wind turbine.
On one hand, several methods for fault detection have been proposed for wind turbines. These methods can be mainly classified according to their procedure. Namely, model based and data based. This work uses the data based 10 approach, as in recent years these techniques seem to have received more attention in academia and industry. For example, Bessa et al. [1] propose a new data-driven fault detection and isolation scheme based on time series and data analysis without using any kind of physical modeling; Gong et al. [2] propose a mechanical fault detection algorithm by using only nonstationary generator stator current measurements; Teng et al. [3] propose a multi-fault detection method using vibration signals originated from a real multi-fault wind turbine gearbox with catastrophic failure. In all the aforementioned papers, the fundamental part is the signal processing method. Wherein, the goal in signal processing is to highlight the signal behavior. References [4] and [5] give a detailed survey on wind turbine condition monitoring and fault diagnosis. Also, an excellent review on wind turbine condition monitoring methods is given in [6] subdividing them into subsystem techniques and overall system techniques as well as destructive and non-destructive techniques. 20 On the other hand, recent engineering applications have begun to use digital images for fault detection. For instance, Shahriar et al. [7] propose fault diagnosis of induction motors using digital grayscale images. In this sense, we have been working in fault detection of wind turbines based on data [8] and in the classification of abnormal cells images using texture features [9] . Thus, merging these two areas of knowledge; in this work, a methodology for wind turbine fault detection and classification, based on digital image processing, is proposed. The most common fault 25 detection techniques based on signals focus on the frequencies and magnitude of the signal, which are dealing with a one dimensional domain. In this paper, however, by translating the signal into an image (two dimensions), other local features are explored. Another reason to use image texture analysis is that wind turbines are noisy environments, and, thus, noise is added in the recorded signals. However, when the data is translated into images, the added noise is considered as the illumination of the light to the image [10] . Hence, the e↵ect of noise to the signal is removed.
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The results achieved by the proposed approach, with high classification accuracies, clearly demonstrate the potential of exploiting the feature design from texture analysis.
It is well known that a learning model tends to overfit when using a large number of features. To address this problem, feature extraction and feature selection techniques are widely employed for dimensionality reduction in classification problems [11, 12, 13] . On one hand, feature extraction maps the original feature space to a new one with 35 lower dimensions by combining the original feature space. On the other hand, feature selection selects a subset of features from the original set without any transformation. For the classification problem proposed in this work, both, feature extraction and selection are used with the aim to select a subset of highly discriminant features.
In this paper, the benchmark model for large-scale wind turbine fault detection and accommodation proposed in [14] is used. The aim of the benchmark model is to provide a common ground to test and compare di↵erent methods 40 considering the most common faults in megawatt-sized wind turbines. Once the time domain signals are stored, they are represented by grayscale images. Next, a set of texture features is extracted from each image. In this process, it is computed the visual patterns that composes an image, which can be regarded as a similarity grouping in an image. Because of the high computational cost associated with the use of all the texture features, the number of features must be reduced. This is achieved by giving priority to the most relevant and less redundant texture features. Finally, converter coupling and a rated power of 5MW. The aim is to provide a common ground to test and compare di↵erent methods for fault detection and fault tolerant control of wind turbines. This benchmark is based on FAST and thus proposes a higher-fidelity model of the WT, see [15] . FAST is the National Renewable Energy Laboratory's (NREL) primary computed aided engineering tool for simulating the coupled dynamic response of wind turbines. FAST joins aerodynamics models, hydrodynamics models for o↵shore structures, control and electrical system (servo) dynamics models, and structural (elastic) dynamics models to enable coupled nonlinear aero-hydro-servo-elastic simulation in the time domain. Germanischer Lloyd issued a certificate of evaluation for FAST in 2005. Nowadays, the FAST software has been widely accepted by the scientific community and is used in the development of control systems for wind turbines, e.g. [16, 17, 18] . In this work, numerical simulations with FAST are performed with the NREL 5MW on-shore wind turbine. The wind turbine characteristics are summarized in Table 1 , see [19] . 1173.7 rpm
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Hereafter, the wind model, the generator-converter actuator model, the pitch actuator model and the baseline control strategy are recalled in order to introduce the notation and the concepts employed in following sections.
Wind modeling
In the simulations, new wind data sets are generated in order to capture a more realistic turbulent wind simulation and, thus, to test the proposed methodology in a more realistic scenario. The turbulent-wind simulator TurbSim [20] 75 developed by NREL is used and full TurbSim wind fields are employed in the simulations. The generated wind data has the following characteristics: Kaimal turbulence model with intensity set to 10%, logarithmic profile wind type, mean speed is set to 18.2 m/s and simulated at hub height, and the roughness factor is set to 0.01 m. In this work, each simulation is ran with a di↵erent wind data set. In particular, 120 di↵erent wind data sets, of a duration of 600 seconds each, were used. 
Generator-converter actuator model
The generator torque is controlled by a reference signal⌧ g,r . The dynamics of the generator-converter is approximated by a first-order di↵erential system as [21] 
where ⌧ g is the generator torque and ↵ gc is the generator and converter model parameter (in the simulations ↵ gc = 50 [19] ). The produced power by the generator is given by
where ⌘ g is the e ciency of the generator (in the simulations ⌘ g = 0.98) and ! g is the generator speed measurement.
Pitch actuator model
The hydraulic pitch system can be modeled by a second order system, see [14] , with reference angleˆ c and actual pitch angle i as¨
where ⇣ is the damping factor and ! n is the natural frequency. This di↵erential equation is associated to the pitch 90 control system of every blade (i = 1, 2, 3). For the healthy case, the parameters ⇣ = 0.6 and ! n = 11.11rad/s are used [14] .
Baseline controllers
The 5MW reference wind turbine given by FAST contains torque and pitch controllers for the full load region, see [19] . In this section we recall these controllers and refer to them as the baseline torque and pitch controllers, as they are used in the literature for comparison purposes, e.g. [16, 17, 22, 23, 24] .
The torque and pitch controllers use the generator speed measurement as input. To mitigate high-frequency excitation of the control system, we filtered the generator speed measurement, using a recursive, single-pole lowpass filter with exponential smoothing as proposed by [19] .
In the full load region, the torque controller maintains regulated the generated power, thus the generator torque is 100 proposed inversely proportional to the filtered generator speed [15] , or,
where P ref is the reference power (normally the nominal value is used), and! g is the filtered generator speed. This controller will be referred as the baseline torque controller. Due to physical limitations of the actuator, the torque controller is saturated to a maximum of 47402.9Nm, and rate limited to a maximum of 15000Nm/s [19] . A collective pitch controller is added to the generator speed tracking error, in order to work collaboratively with 105 the torque controller in the full load region. The collective blade gain scheduling PI-controller (GSPI) is one of the first well-documented controllers and it is used in the literature as a baseline controller to compare the obtained results. This GSPI control is a collective pitch controller that compensates the nonlinearities in the turbine by changing the controller gains according to a scheduling parameter. This controller was originally developed by Jonkman for the standard land-based 5MW turbine, see [19] . The GSPI control has the generator speed as input and the pitch servo 110 set-point, c , as output. That is,
where ! g,r is the reference generator speed (usually the nominal value is used) and the scheduling parameter is obtained by averaging the measurements of all pitch angles. The scheduled gains are calculated following [19] . Finally, to not exceed the mechanical limitations of the pitch actuator, the input signal c is saturated to a maximum of 90 and rate limited to 8 /s [19] . 
Available SCADA-data
In this work, the proposed fault detection and classification method is SCADA-data based. That is, it uses data already collected in an industrial wind turbine. In particular, Table 2 presents assumed available data on a MWscale commercial wind turbine that is used in this work by the fault detection and classification method, see [14] . Throughout the paper, these available measurements will also be referred to as variables. [25] will be considered, as given in Table 3 . These faults selected by the benchmark cover distinct parts of the wind turbine, di↵erent fault types and classes, and various levels of severity. In particular, faults in the pitch actuator are studied in the hydraulic system, which result in changed dynamics due
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to either a high air content in oil (fault 1) or a drop in pressure due to pump wear (fault 2) or hydraulic leakage (fault 3) [26] . High air content in the oil (fault 1) is an incipient reversible process, which means that the air content in the oil may disappear without any necessary repair to the system. The nominal value of the air content in the oil is 7%, whereas the high air content in the oil corresponds to 15%. The e↵ect of such a fault is expressed by the new natural frequency ! n = 5.73 rad/s and the damping ratio of ⇠ = 0.45. Pump wear (fault 2) is an irreversible slow process over 130 the years that results in low pump pressure. As this wear is irreversible, the only possibility to fix it is to replace the pump, which will happen after pump wear reaches certain level. Meanwhile, the pump will still be operating and the system dynamics is slowly changing, while the turbine structure should be able to withstand the e↵ects of this fault. Pump wear after approximately 20 years of operation might result in pressure reduction to 75% of the rated pressure, which is reflected by the abnormal natural frequency ! n = 7.27 rad/s and a fault damping ratio of ⇠ = 0.75. Hydraulic 135 leakage (fault 3) is another irreversible incipient fault but is introduced faster than the pump wear. This fault condition reduces the dynamics of the pitch system, and for a reduction of 50% of the nominal pressure the natural frequency is reduced to ! n = 3.42 rad/s and the corresponding damping ratio is ⇠ = 0.9. The gain factor fault (fault 4) is introduced when the encoder, which measures the generator speed, reads more marks on the rotating part than actually present. This happens as a result of dirt or other false markings on the rotating 140 part.
Faults in the pitch position measurement (pitch position sensor fault) are also considered. This is one of the most important failure modes found on actual systems [27, 28] . The origin of these faults is either electrical or mechanical, and it can result in a fixed value (faults 5 and 6) on the measurements. This fixed value fault should be easy to detect, and, therefore, it is important that a fault detection, classification, and accommodation scheme is able to deal with it.
If not handled correctly, these faults will influence the pitch reference position because the baseline pitch controller is based on these pitch position measurements.
Finally, a converter torque o↵set fault is considered (fault 7). This fault can originate from either an internal fault in the converter electronics or an o↵set in the converter torque estimate which itself can be due to design/manufacturing defects. This type of fault can disturb the torque control action with high severity. 
Design of the fault detection and classification methodology
In this section, a new methodology for wind turbine fault detection and classification is proposed. A total of 140 simulations for the healthy case (normal operation), and 40 simulations for each one of the studied faults (Table 3) are conducted using the benchmark model previously described. In each simulation, 13 variables are measured (Table 2) and each one is converted into a digital image (Section 3.1). Consequently, each simulation is defined by 13 digital images. From each image, initially, 65 texture features are extracted. Therefore, a big amount of features defines each case (Section 3.2), which should lead to a high computational cost. For that reason, the criterion of Maximum Relevance Minimum Redundancy (MRMR) is used to select the most significant features (Section 3.3.1). Finally, several classifiers are implemented to select the best one to detect and classify the studied faults (Section 3.3.2).
The process of feature selection and fault classification are conducted by means of a stratified cross validation,
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to indicate when further training is not resulting in better generalization. This means that, for each iteration of the validation, one portion of the complete set of cases are randomly chosen to define the most significant texture features and to train the classification tool. The remaining cases are used to test the classifier, by using the texture features previously selected, and the configuration of the classification tool previously defined. A general scheme of the methodology is presented in Figure 1 . The next subsections explain in detail the overall steps of the proposed 165 methodology.
Signal to image conversion
The fault diagnosis method first converts time-domain signals, from the 13 measured variables, into 2D graylevel images to exploit texture information from the converted images. The data conversion process is carried out as proposed in reference [7] . In particular, in this work, the image size is 128 ÷ 128 pixels, and it is constructed as 170 follows: the first 128 data-points determine the first row of the grayscale image; immediately after, the next 128 datapoints determine the second row and so on (as shown in Figure 2 ). Considering that the sampling time is 0.0125s, each image contains approximately 204s of simulation, which ensures to capture all the system dynamics. An example of an acceleration measurement and its representation as an image is shown in Figure 3 . Since 140 simulations are conducted for healthy condition and 40 simulations for each faulty scenario (7 faults),
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140 + 40 ⇥ 7 = 420 cases are simulated with 13 measurements (variables) each one. Finally, 420 ⇥ 13 images are available. Figure 4 shows an example of the images obtained for each scenario (Normal and 7 faults) and for all 13 measured variables. A simple eye recognition of di↵erences between faults is not possible. 
Texture feature extraction
The idea to use texture features in image processing comes from the innate human ability to recognize textural 180 di↵erences using vision and touch. The texture in a digital image is defined by its uniformity, density, thickness, roughness, regularity, intensity, directionality, pixel tone and their spatial relationships, among others. The main goal of the feature extraction is to get quantitative measures in order to identify di↵erent texture patterns. Several procedures to analyze the texture of a digital image can be found in the literature [29] . In this work, four types of texture features are used: statistical, wavelet, granulometric and Gabor. Figure 5 shows a representative scheme of the 185 extracted texture features. The next subsections recall the used texture features.
Statistical features
These can be divided into first and second-order statistical features. The first order features are based on the image histogram. The histogram shows the number of pixels H( f i ) having specific pixel intensity value f i (frequencies) [30] . From the statistical information that the histogram provides, six features are used in this work: mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, energy and entropy. The mean is the average of the whole intensity values of the image; the standard deviation measures the dispersion of the intensity values around the mean; the skewness describes the symmetry of the histogram around the mean; the kurtosis measures the flatness of the histogram; the energy represents the uniformity of the histogram; and the entropy describes the variability of the histogram [31] .
The second-order statistical features provide information about the texture and they are based on the grey level 195 co-occurrence matrix. This co-occurrence matrix considers the information about the intensity values and the position of the pixels with similar intensities. As many as 15 second-order features proposed in [32] are extracted here: uniformity, contrast, homogeneity, correlation, the sum average, sum variance, sum entropy, entropy, di↵erence variance, di↵erence entropy, information measures of correlation 1 and 2, maximal correlation coe cient and maximum probability. In addition, two more second-order features proposed in [33] are also included in this study: cluster shade 200 and cluster prominence. In summary, 23 statistical features are implemented: 6 first order and 17 second order (see Figure 5 ).
Wavelet features
The main advantage of the wavelet transform is the decomposition and reconstruction of signals in trends (lower resolution) and fluctuations (local changes). Analyzing the fluctuations, the texture of the image can be characterized.
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The algorithm implemented for the decomposition is the Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMF) based on the Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT). This algorithm computes the wavelet coe cients using a low-pass wavelet filter and a high-pass wavelet filter [34] . Thus, first-level image decomposition and reconstruction is performed where the original image ( Figure 6A ) is decomposed into 4 sub-images as shown in Figure 6B . As a result, an approximation of the image (A1) and three highlighted versions of the horizontal, vertical and diagonal details are obtained (H1, V1 and 210 D1 respectively). This process is repeated in a second-level image decomposition and reconstruction over the above first approximation image (A1) to obtain another level of the approximation (A2) and three more detailed sub-images (H2, V2, and D2) as shown in Figure 6C . On these 6 detail sub-images (H1, H2, V1, V2, D1 and D2), the mean and standard deviation are calculated to obtain 2 ⇥ 6 wavelet features [35] . 
Granulometric features 215
The main objective of granulometric features is to simplify the image eliminating unwanted objects. To do so, the image is filtered through mathematical morphology operations. In this way, the characteristics of portions of the images (called objects) are identified. The mathematical morphology compares one object from the image, of which no prior information is available, with a known object (generally it is a circle). Thus, the image can be characterized in a topological and geometric continuous space, for instance: shape, size, convexity, connectivity and geodesic distance.
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The first two characteristics (shape and size) are well known. The term convexity determines the pixels that are or are not included within the object of an image; the connectivity is the measure of the relationship between a pixel and its neighbors; geodesic distance is the minimum distance between two pixels [36] .
These characteristics are determined from two curves: the granulometric curve and the pseudo-granulometric curve (Figure 7 ). Both curves represent the size distribution of the bright and dark granules on the image. The 225 pseudo-granulometric curve is calculated by successive applications of the elementary morphological operations: dilation and erosion. In dilation operation, the image becomes lighter and dark details are reduced. On the other side, in erosion operation, the image becomes darker and light details are reduced. The granulometric curve is calculated by successive applications of mathematical morphological operations: opening and closing. In opening operation light details are reduced, while in closing operation dark details are reduced.
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After, the mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis are calculated for each curve [31, 37] . These eight parameters constitute the granulometric features. 
Gabor features
A Gabor feature r(x, y) is obtained by the convolution between an image I(x, y) and a 2D Gabor function g(x, y), where (x, y) 2 ⌦, as follows:
In this paper, the following family of Gabor functions (filters) are used [38] :
where, x 0 = x cos ⇥ + y sin ⇥, y 0 = x sin ⇥ + y cos ⇥, = 0.56 , = 0.5 and ' = 0. In Figure 8 it can be seen the magnitude of four Gabor filters for a combination of two wavelengths ( = {8, 15}) and two orientations (⇥ = {45º,90º}).
Then, Gabor features are obtained from di↵erent versions of the image processed by Gabor filters. In this work, a 240 bank of 24 filters corresponding to three wavelengths ( = {8, 12, 15}) and eight orientations (⇥ = {22.5º, 45º, 67.5º, 90º, 112.5º, 135º, 157.5º, 180º}). With this filter bank, three rotation-invariant Gabor responses (one by each ) are obtained by summing all the filtered images of the eigth orientations (the rightmost column in Figure 9 ). In the same way, eight scale-invariant Gabor responses (one by each ⇥) are obtained by summing all the filtered images of the three wavelengths (the bottom row of Figure 9) [39]. Therefore, a total of 11 Gabor image responses are used. For As previously mentioned, a more generalized and improved methodology is obtained if a stratified cross-validation is used. Therefore in this work, the feature selection process and the configuration of the best classification tool are conducted by a 10-fold cross-validation. Firstly, ten portions are randomly chosen (keeping the proportion between classes). Next, in each iteration, 9/10 portions are used as training set. Finally, the remaining portion (a tenth) is used to validate the classification achievement using the texture features previously selected, and the configuration of the classification tool previously defined. Thus, results are independent of the dataset. The proposed methodology is summarized in Figure 10 , and it is explained in detail in the next sections.
Feature selection
Since 845 features are obtained, the complexity of the problem description makes di cult to build a good classification system. Feature selection defines a topic commonly used in machine learning to select the most significant 260 features. Feature selection allows to improve the classification performance making faster and more profitable the classifiers. Besides, the data processing is better understood and, at the same time, the data dimensionality is reduced.
In this work, a well known technique in the area of recognition of genes and phenotypes is used. The feature selection technique is based on the classification accuracy paradigm using the Maximum Relevance Minimum Redundancy (MRMR) criterion [40] , which calculates the conditioned entropy of the features over the presence of a class level. In 265 this context, MRMR is defined by the following criterion:
where the Relevance [I (X k ; Y)] is the mutual information between the unselected feature (X k ) and the class label (Y) and the Redundancy [I (X k ; Y)] is the mutual information between the unselected feature (X k ) and the selected features (S ) [41] . Thereby, the features are sorted from the most relevant (and less redundant) to the less relevant (and most redundant) evaluating the inclusion of a specific feature in a set delimited by the conditional likelihood of the class 270 label (Figure 10 ).
Classification algorithm
Each tested classification algorithm is trained using the 9/10 portions used to select the most relevant features. If required, it is adjusted and finally it is validated using the remaining 1/10 portion with the same features previously selected. The first one is the k-nearest neighbors model classification (k-NN). This algorithm does not assume any type of distribution of the data (non-parametric) and makes a decision based on the multiclasses training data set. In this work, using the Euclidian distance function, k-NN finds the k = 10 closest neighbors. Next, the belonging probability of a new observation respect to each training set classes is evaluated [42] .
Linear Discriminant model classification (LDA) is a well know technique for data classification and dimensionality reduction. This method maximizes the ratio of between-known classes variance guaranteeing more separability between classes. It also helps to better understand the data distribution. In general terms, the algorithm can be 285 summarized as the calculation of the mean of each class. Where the mean of the entire data set is estimated using the membership probability for each class. Immediately afterwards, the covariance matrix is used to calculate the optimal separability criterion. This same criterion is used to change the vector space using the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Finally, the test vectors are transformed and classified using the Euclidean distance from each class mean [43] .
A decision tree involves a main node root (topmost node), branches with nodes (secondary nodes), and leafs. Each 290 secondary node implies a test on an attribute. Next, each branch indicates the outcome of a test, and finally, each leaf has a class label. The design of the tree can be developed according to the specific needs or also use the general trees that are already established. However, in both cases, overfitting the training data must be avoided. This can be performed before or after finishing the algorithm using Pre-pruning or Post-pruning. In Pre-pruning, the tree is pruned when it is under construction. Contrary, Post-pruning removes one o more sub-trees from a completely build tree [44] .
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Ensemble model classification Bag-tree (Bag tree) comes from the Decision trees model classification (Trees). Using the philosophy behind machine learning, Bag tree combines the results of many decision trees reducing the excessive adjustment and improves the generalization. In this way, the predictive performance is increased by the weighted combination multiple trees. Then, the final prediction is given by voting or by averaging [45] .
The Support Vector Machine (LSVM) model classification using linear Kernel main idea, for linearly separable 300 patterns, is to find the optimum hyperplane which separates and maximizes the distance between classes (functional margin). The optimum hyperplane is the one that maximizes the margin of the training data. The margin is calculated from the maximum distance between the hyperplane and the closest data. This idea is extended to non-linearly patterns using the Kernel functions which takes low dimensional input space and transform it to a higher dimensional space. In this way, the non-separable problem is converted into a separable problem (the hyperplane may have curved shapes) 305 [46] . In a nutshell, the selection of the best classification tool and the selection of the most crucial features is performed in parallel. For each iteration, a list of the descriptors and the overall results of the classification, with a defined configuration, are obtained. The process of deciding the best tool, and the most crucial features, is based on: averaging the overall results (accuracy, false positive rate, true positive rate) and concatenating the lists. 
Results and discussion
Generalities
Recall that in this work:
• 8 di↵erent scenarios are simulated: one belongs to normal operation and seven belong to di↵erent faults (Section 2.7).
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• 140 simulations are conducted for healthy condition and 40 by each faulty condition, therefore 140+40⇥7 = 420 di↵erent cases are simulated.
• 13 variables are measured by each case (Section 2.6).
• each variable is represented by an image and, from each image, 65 texture features are extracted (Section 3.2). Thus, 13 ⇥ 65 = 845 features are initially considered for each case.
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The results shown in this section are organized as follows. Five di↵erent classifiers are compared and, among them, the best one is selected according to the accuracy criterion and ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves. By using the best classifier, the optimal number of selected features is determined by analyzing the accuracy of all possibilities. Then, using the best classifier and the optimal number of features, the classification results are shown in terms of the confusion matrix, the ROC curves, accuracy and probability of detection (POD). Finally, with the purpose of reducing 325 the number of variables, an analysis of the most descriptive variables and texture features is conducted.
Comparison of the di↵erent classifiers
As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, five classification tools are tested where the inputs are defined by the best features. These more representative features have been obtained from the analysis of 10 iterations into the cross-validation. In turn, for each of these repetitions, the features are organized in descending order. That is, the first feature is the most 330 relevant and the last one is the least relevant. Then, the first 100 features are used as inputs in the classification tool. In general terms, the selection of the most representative features and the classification of the di↵erent scenarios is carried out simultaneously for each iteration. At the end of the iterative process, two measurements per classification tool are obtained: The accuracy indicates the average ratio between the cases correctly classified and the total number of cases in all validation iterations. Thus, an accuracy of 100% represents a perfect classification. The ROC denotes the goodness of the classification and it depends on how well the classification separates the groups. For example, an area of 1 represents a perfect separation between two classes, an area above 0.8 is considered as a good separation, and if it 340 is close to 0.5 represents a worthless separation. In this work, there are more than 2 classes, so, the "one versus all" approach is applied. In other words, one class is taken as positive class and the remaining classes together as the negative class. This procedure is repeated for each class [47] . Table 4 summarizes, for each classification tool, the accuracy (%) and the main parameters used to obtain the best results. It is noteworthy that the Bag Tree algorithm obtains the best accuracy. Similarly, the relationship between the sensitivity versus the specificity is analyzed by comparing each one of the conditions against the others using the ROC curves. Results for every condition (rows) with each classification tool (columns) are presented in Table 5 . The column with the highest values belongs to the Bag Tree algorithm. From this column, it can be emphasized that the lowest area is obtained with fault 6 with 0.909, but it is the highest one compared to the other classification tools. Fault 7 is perfectly classified by all methodologies except k-NN. Comparing simultaneously both tables 4 and 5, it is perceived that the best result is obtained by using Bag Tree algorithm. Thus, a further and deeper analysis is developed focusing only on the results from this classifier. 
Accuracy
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Optimal number of features
Once the best classification tool is selected (Bag Tree), a deeper analysis is conducted by analyzing the confusion matrix shown in Figure 11a . This matrix indicates the ratio (percentage) of cases (simulations) from each condition
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(normal and 7 faults) that are correctly classified and the ratio of cases that are wrongly classified specifying each one of the other conditions. For instance, from 40 cases belonging to Fault 1: 62% (24 cases) are correctly classified, 28% (11 cases) are classified as Fault 2, 5% (2) as Fault 3, 2% (2) as Fault 5, and 2% (1) as Normal. Likewise, the ROC curves and the area under the curve (AUROC) for the classification of each condition are depicted in Figure 11b . In general, the relationship in the curve is good: Fault 6 area is the smallest, followed very closely by Fault 1. In the 360 opposite case, the classification is perfect in Faults 4 and 7. Closely followed by Fault 3 and Normal operation.
Although results are promising, the number of selected features (100) was randomly chosen. Thus, next, a brief analysis of the optimal number of features is conducted. The average accuracy of the classification is calculated using the S more relevant features, where S = 1, 5, 10, 20, ..., 100 (see Figure 12 ). As it can be seen, if more than 10 features are selected, hardly any changes in the accuracy are observed, but the computational cost increases as the number of 365 features does. In conclusion, the optimal number of features is 10 for this specific scenario. By implementing a Bag tree classifier with the 10 most relevant features, the results of the classification are presented by means of: Total accuracy equals to 87.14, Confusion matrix shown in Figure 13a , ROC curves depicted in Figure 13b . Using this new grouping of the di↵erent scenarios, a new classifier is trained and validated, the resulting total accuracy is 97.62%, the confusion matrix is presented in Figure 14a , the ROC curve in Figure 14b . It is obtained by 380 40 supervised learners (ensemble ideology) allowing more flexibility among the classes with a low computational cost. Now 97% of the cases with Fault123 are correctly classified. Furthermore, 96% of cases with Fault56 are correctly classified and only 4% as normal operation condition. Similarly, 2% of cases with normal operation are confused as Fault123. On the other hand, the AUROC has observably improved and all areas are above 0.99. As a suggestion, if an extra distinction between Faults 1, 2 and 3 is needed, a new phase of classification should be implemented.
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Finally, a comparison of both confusion matrices (8 conditions and 5 conditions) shows that the classification has significantly improved when the faults with the same nature have been grouped. Thus, this grouping is kept for the rest of the paper.
Finally, to highlight the reliability of the approach, the membership probability is shown in Figure 15 , for a representative set of simulations. The height of each color in the bar represents the probability of cases belonging to 390 di↵erent subgroups. For instance, in Figure 15 (top left), simulations with Fault 123 are shown. It can be observed that the third simulation has only a chance of 5% of belonging to Fault 123, but a chance of 75% to belong to Fault 56, 5% to Fault 7 and 15% to Normal. This particular simulation was wrongly classified as Fault 56. Similarly, the sixteenth simulation has a chance of 75% of belonging to Normal; therefore this simulation was also misclassified. On the contrary, for the rest of simulations the approach is 100% sure that they belong to Fault 123. The other subfigures 395 in Figure 15 show the other cases: F4 simulations (top right), F56 simulations (mid left), F7 simulations (mid right), Normal simulations (bottom). It can be seen that almost all cases have 100% probability of being correctly classified. Some cases have less probability of being correctly classified but they are still above of the threshold and therefore they are properly classified. In this section, the number of variables that can be reduced while still obtaining similar satisfactory results is analyzed. To do this, the best classification tool (Bag Trees) is used, similar faults are grouped, and only the 10 more representative texture features are used, namely:
• Mean of the scale-invariant Gabor texture for an angle of 135º, obtained from the generated power.
• Standard deviation of the first vertical detail from wavelet decomposition, obtained from the third pitch angle.
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• Correlation of the generator torque.
• Mean of the generated power.
• Standard deviation of the first diagonal detail from wavelet decomposition, obtained from the third pitch angle.
• Mean of the scale-invariant Gabor texture for an angle of 22º, obtained from the generated power.
• Mean of the scale-invariant Gabor texture for an angle of 45º, obtained from the generated power.
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• Mean of the scale-invariant Gabor texture for an angle of 157º, obtained from the generated power.
• Correlation of the rotor speed.
• Mean of the scale-invariant Gabor texture for an angle of 10º, obtained from the generated power.
According to the nature of the texture descriptors, five of them come from Gabor texture features; two from wavelet transformation; one from first-order statistical features; and two from the second-order statistical features. On the 415 other hand, according to the nature of the measured variable: six features belong to generated electrical power; two to pitch angle; one to generator torque; and the last one to rotor speed. In this work, the classification is performed with these four original measured variables in which the statistical mode is the generated electrical power. Hereby, to check these results, the next four cases are studied (following the methodology described in Section 3):
1. Case 1, using only the four most relevant variables: the methodology is validated using only generated electrical 420 power, pitch angle, generator torque and rotor speed. 2. Case 2, without using the four most relevant variables: removing from the original dataset the four previous variables (Case 1), the methodology is validated with the remaining nine electromechanical sensors. 3. Case 3, using only the most relevant variable: only the generated electrical power is used to validate the methodology. 4. Case 4, without using the most relevant variable: removing from the original dataset the generated electrical power (Case 3), the remaining 12 available electromechanical sensors are used to validate the methodology. Table 6 summarizes the ROC curve results. It is noteworthy that for case 1 (using only the 4 most relevant variables) the results are exactly the same as using 13 variables, see Figure 14b , but only 260 features were calculated instead of 845. Conversely, results dramatically worsen when these four variables are eliminated (Case 2). The ROC 430 significantly decreases for Fault123, Fault7 and Normal condition. Finally, the importance of the generated electrical power variable is analyzed with the study of cases 3 and 4. Firstly, using only this variable, results are promising for Fault4, Fault56 and Fault7. The classification decreases for Fault123 and normal condition. These results are quite acceptable since only one variable is used. On the other hand, using the remaining 12 variables, only Fault7 has an important decrease and the other four operating conditions can be recognized as well classified. This can be physically understood from the fact that Fault7 is related to the torque actuator, which is directly related to the electrical power (see Eq. 2), which is the only variable that is not being used in this case. Finally, the confusion matrices and the ROC curves are also presented. For case 1, results are identical to those shown in Figures 14a and 14b . In Case 2, from the confusion matrix (Figure 16a ) it is obvious that the accuracy is drastically reduced for Fault 123 and the normal operating condition (the cases are evenly distributed among them).
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In some systems, confusing di↵erent faults is not a severe problem but if a fault is hidden as normal operation, this missing fault could cause large losses. On the other hand, cases with Normal operation are distributed between Fault123 and Normal, leading to some false alarms. Finally, any case from Fault 7 is correctly classified. Observing the ROC curve (Figure 16b ), Fault7 is close to the approval limit. Fault123 and Normal operation condition does not di↵er from Fault7 curve. Fault4 and Fault56 obtain satisfactory results.
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Variable GenPower is separately studied in Case 3, and results are shown in Figures 16c and 16d . Fault123 and Normal condition are not distinguishable between them. The accuracy of classifying Fault56 decreases. It can be appreciated, also, that Normal and Fault123 have not satisfactory results regarding to rate of true positives and false positives, while for the other faults the classification is remarkable. However, these results are admissible considering that only one variable is used.
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In case 4, there is a small improvement compared to Case 3 in the classification accuracy (Figure 16e ) and the ROC (Figure 16f ). However 12 variables are being used here and the computational cost is high. For all cases, the values of the AUROC of Figures 14b, 16b, 16d and 16f coincide with the values presented in Table 6 .
Conclusions
The main challenges of wind turbine fault detection lie in its nonlinearity and unknown disturbances (such as the 455 wind). Expensive condition monitoring systems are often used to monitor the wind turbine, and typically also using additional often expensive sensor signals. On the other hand, most wind farms have installed supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems for system control and logging data. However, the collected data are not used e↵ectively. This paper proposes a method for early fault identification for the main components of wind turbines Table 6 based on the existing data collected by commercial SCADA systems, and therefore no new installation of specific sensors or diagnostic equipment is required. The paper applies the idea to represent SCADA time domain signals to grayscale images and then study di↵erent texture feature selection and classification algorithms by means of stratified cross validation.
The comparison of the di↵erent classifiers is based on the accuracy and ROC curves. It is found that, despite the complex configuration of the Bagged trees, it has a lesser computational cost and gives better accuracy than the others 465 classification tools. Thus, a further and deeper analysis is developed focusing only on the results from this classifier.
A brief analysis of the optimal number of features shows that the optimal number of features is 10 for this specific scenario. By implementing a Bag tree classifier with the 10 most relevant features, the classifier has some problems to distinguish between Faults 1 and 2, and between Faults 5 and 6, and also are not easily distinguishable and besides, 10% of Fault 6 are classified as normal operation. To overcome this issue, a new grouping is proposed, where similar 470 faults (fault related to the same component) are grouped together.
Using this new grouping (5 di↵erent scenarios), numerical simulations with a well-known benchmark 5MW wind turbine show that the proposed methodology is capable of classifying between the studied faults (most common in MW-scale industrial wind turbines) with a remarkable overall accuracy of 98% when using the 13 measured variables, the Bag Tree classifier, and 10 features.
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Finally, the number of variables that can be reduced while still obtaining similar satisfactory results is analyzed. It is noteworthy that exactly the same results are obtained when using only the four most relevant variables, namely, electrical power, pitch angle, generator torque and rotor speed. From a physical point of view, it makes sense that these are the most relevant variables as they are the most closely related to all the studied actuators and sensors (pitch actuator, generator speed sensor, pitch angle sensor and torque actuator). It is meaningful that the electrical power is 480 the most relevant variable. By using only this one variable, almost all studied faults are detectable and well classified by the exception of the ones related to the pitch actuator.
Future work will introduce the testing in di↵erent conditions containing normal level, warning level and alarm level; thereby giving the operators su cient time to make more informed decisions regarding the maintenance of their machines. 
